Problem Statement & Exploratory Data Analysis

Objective: Providing contextual search results by analyzing historical search patterns to identify consumer interest and keywords and associate products with high value keywords.

Business Benefits: Improve customer shopping experience and better search conversion

Approach 1: Search-Product Embedding Similarity

The motivation for model 1 was to build a product recommendation model that is robust to unseen data (new search terms and products). This model uses semantic similarity between embeddings of product metadata and search terms to make recommendations.

Approach 2: Search-Product Pair Classification

The motivation behind model 2 lies in the robustness to new products without the need for retraining and also to learn semantic similarity and popularity from the data.

Conclusions and Future Work

Our best performing model was the MLP without Hierarchy - especially among the top 3 and 10 products for each search. At k=40, TF-IDF similarity with popularity also performs well. We plan to investigate how the advantages of TF-IDF and popularity can be incorporated into the MLP model. In addition, we would want to experiment with BERT embeddings in place of GloVe.
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